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REF: ADMlN 08-043

Marcel Saulis
South Coast AQMD
21865 E. Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, California 91765

Subject: Riverside Energy Resource Center Units 3&4 - AQMD Facility ID 139796
Applications 481647,481649, 481650 and 481651
Dear Mr. Saulis:
This letter shall serve as the City of Riverside's ("City") demonstration to South Coast Air
Quality District that renewallalternative energy resources are not a viable alterative for the
power to be generated by the project for which the City is seeking an SCAQMD license,
Riverside Energy Resource Center ("RERC") Units 3&4.

1. RPU's system constraints:
The City of Riverside, through its Public Utilities department ("RPU"), has traditionally
relied on out-of-area generation resources for fulfilling the bulk of its system
requirements. Power from the Northwest, Hoover Dam, the Intermountain Power
Project, SONGS and Palo Verde has been available and is imported into Riverside
through the Southern California Edison ("SCE") transmission system. The sole SCERiverside point of connection is the 230166kV Vista substation. This single point of
interconnection has a capacity of 557 MW.
Riverside is in a somewhat unique situation. Currently, over 95% of power needed to
serve RPU's customers must be imported to the City from the state transmission grid
through this single point of interconnection. For system reliability purposes, RPU has
recognized the need for another point of interconnection since 1975, when it
purchased the land for construction of the future interconnection facilities. However,
system and resource planning, up to the construction of RERC Units 182, was strongly
influenced by economics and the continued ability to import power through Vista. In its
2002 planning documents, RPU identified the need to enhance system reliability by
building internal generation to serve emergency purposes, should Vista be temporarily
compromised, but always relied upon the continued ability to import power to serve
peak needs until a second point of interconnection was bu~lt.
RPU system peak requirements surpassed Vista's 560 MW limit in the summer of 2006
with its peak of 583 MW. RPU was able to meet its customer peak demands through
its existing internal generation, Springs and RERC Units 1&2, which provide 130 MW
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of capacity. SCE and RPU are jointly constructing the Riverside Transmission
Reliability Project, which will establish a second point of interconnection to the SCE
grid at a new substation in Riverside. Unfortunately, this project has been delayed until
the 2012 time frame, which means that without additional internal generation, RPU
may not have sufficient power to meet rising customer peak demands.
To highlight the City's reliability concern, the Vista substation lost five of its seven lines
on October 26, 2007 due to one of the many fires in Southern California. The
remaining two lines tripped on overload, leaving the entire City completely black for
four hours. The unanticipated growth in peak demand, discussed below, coupled with
the tenuous nature of the single point of interconnection for the importation of power,
makes it imperative that RPU develop internal generation resources in a timely
manner.

Unexpected increase in power usage amongst existing customers and RPU's
efforts to reduce such consumption:
Historically, RPU's system expansion, for both new meters and customer energy
usage, would increase at roughly the same rate. For example, from 1990-2001, meter
growth during this eleven-year period was 14% and peak growth was 10%. (Peak is
the single largest integrated hour of energy usage.) From 2002 to 2006, meter growth
during this four-year period was only 7% (an average growth rate), but peak usage
during this same period shot up (unexpectedly) by 31%. RPU's 2007 system peak of
610 MW is already 50 MW above the 560 MW import capability of the Vista
substation. If this trend continued, by 2009 RPU would not only exceed its ability to
import power through Vista but would also have insufficient internal generation to meet
peak demands. The attached chart reflects the ability of RPU to import power, as
compared to the increase in customer usage.
In response to this unprecedented disparity in growth, RPU shifted the focus of its
planning perspective from power resource needs to system reliability requirements
("RPU can buy enough power to serve its customers' needs, but lacks the
infrastructure to be able to deliver it"). Traditionally, power resources planning differ
from system planning in that economics, not system constraints, dictate strategy. The
goal is to obtain the most cost-effective power resource available. With the predicted
shortage of power in 2009, RPU has now shifted from an emphasis on economical
planning to reliability planning: what resource would enable RPU to serve customer
energy demands, especially in times of peak demand.
RPU did five things to address this problem: 1) introduced a third tier to its residential
electric rate structure to encourage conservation; 2) increased its conservation
programs for customers; 3) suspended its Economic Development rate incentives to
help insure existing capacity is reserved for existing customers; 4) increased its
customer rebates for the installation of solar energy; and 5) began to develop RERC
3&4 for 2009 to serve peak load. Each of these steps are described in more detail
below.
a. Third Tier: RPU adopted a third tier to its electric rates to send a
conservation signal to its customers. Customers who monthly used in excess

